though the former used a well-formulated theory [5, 6] , a This paper addresses the problem of detecting mirror sym-portion to be analyzed needs to be segmented and to inmetries of 3D shapes. Unlike previous methods, which involve clude the overall 2D shape. Moment analysis cannot thereoverall 3D shape data, our method uses a range image obtained fore be applied to locally symmetric shapes or incomplete from one viewpoint. Also, the proposed method can be applied data such as occluded shapes. On the other hand, while to detection of local as well as global symmetries. The method the latter approach is suitable both for detecting local symconsists of two stages. First, initial estimates of symmetric plane metry and handling incomplete data, pointwise local symcandidates are obtained using the Hough transform. As local metry detection is often sensitive to noise.
INTRODUCTION
Furthermore, because efficient recovery in the 2D versions of the scheme involves overall shape analysis [1] , it seems Many objects have symmetries-both natural objects difficult to extend the method so as to handle incomplete such as human faces, and man-made ones such as cars. 3D data. An efficient method for detecting rotational symFurthermore, even if they do not possess global symmetry, metries of 3D shapes has been proposed [10] , which is most objects have local symmetries. As a means of describ-applicable for unsegmented and incomplete data; however, ing 2D shapes in a unique and compact manner, symmet-this method depends on the special characteristics that ries provide the natural axes of such shapes [1, 2] . Also, in solids of revolution possess. describing 3D shapes, shape description algorithms should
In this paper, we describe a mirror symmetry detection recognize symmetry and encode it in the resultant descrip-method which detects both global and local symmetries of tions. In this paper, we address the problem of detecting 3D shapes using a range image from one viewpoint. Our both global and local symmetries of 3D shapes.
approach is based on a 3D extension of a method for There have been two main approaches to 2D symmetry detecting 2D local symmetries [2, 4] . Detecting mirror symdetection, one based on moment analysis [3] and the other metry of a 3D shape can be viewed as a problem of finding based on pointwise local symmetry analysis [1, 2, 4] . Althree parameters which determine a symmetry plane. The method for detecting 2D local symmetries [2, 4] suggests the following basic strategy for finding 3D symmetric planes; find symmetrical point pairs by testing all possible point pairs for the mirror symmetry constraints, and estimate the symmetric planes from symmetrical points determined by the symmetrical point pairs. However, such a straightforward extension would give rise to problems on computational cost, the reliability of symmetry detection, and the accuracy of symmetry localization. The following two improvements are therefore adopted to make the above basic strategy practical. First, we reduce the number of point pairs to be tested by considering only point pairs between occluding contour points and surface points. From a practical point of view, occluding contours have several advantageous characteristics. Because occluding contours are boundaries of visible surface, the symmetry conditions ing contours. For each detected symmetry, the deviation can be efficiently checked over as wide ranges as possible.
from the symmetry is computed and used at the aggregaAlso, detected local symmetries can be easily aggregated tion stage. We then describe the procedure for aggregating along occluding contours into larger entities, like the recovthe detected pointwise symmetries into symmetric planes. ery of 2D smoothed local symmetries. Second, we accuSince pointwise symmetries are sensitive to noise, and rately estimate the parameters of local symmetric planes there can also be multiple symmetric planes in a range by combining the Hough transform and the interatively image, we develop an accurate and stable method for dealreweighted least-squares (IRLS) method [11] . The IRLS ing with these problems. method is highly effective for both the nonmaximum suppression of peaks detected in the Hough space and refine-2.1. Local Symmetry Conditions ment of the parameter values. Most importantly, the proposed method can be extended so as to extract curved Let x 1 and x 2 be 3D positions, and n 1 and n 2 be surface symmetries on surfaces as well as planar symmetries. Shape normals at x 1 and x 2 , respectively (Fig. 1) . The mirror deformation such as bending can be appropriately de-symmetry conditions between these two points are given by scribed by curved symmetries. We show that curved symmetries are stably extracted by any of the quadratic func-(n 1 ϩ n 2 ) и (x 1 Ϫ x 2 ) ϭ 0, (1) tion and piecewise local symmetric plane fittings.
The organization of the paper is as follows: In Section and 2, we describe the conditions for checking whether point pairs between occluding contour points and surface points (n 1 Ϫ n 2 ) ϭ (
exhibit symmetry, and formulate an accurate and stable method for detecting planer symmetries which combines the Hough transform and a subsequent refinement process where is a scalar coefficient. Symmetry point x s and normal n s of the local symmetry plane determined by these using the IRLS method. In Section 3, the method is extwo points are given by tended so as to extract curved symmetries. Two kinds of extensions are described-fitting a quadratic function instead of a plane, and extracting smoothed local surface
symmetries, which represent a 3D extension of smoothed local symmetries [2] . In Section 4, we show experimental results of planar and curved symmetry detection using both and synthesized and real range images. In Section 5, we summarize the work and discuss related problems.
DETECTING PLANAR SYMMETRIES
The symmetry conditions are checked between an occluding contour point and a surface point. Because accurate The planar symmetry detection method consists of two stages; detection of pointwise symmetries and their aggre-estimations of 3D positions and normals are difficult to obtain on occluding contours using surface data acquired gation. First, we describe the conditions used for detecting pointwise local symmetries from a range image and occlud-from a range scanner, we use 2D occluding contours ex- Fig. 3a) on the profile shape with respect to the detected symmetrical plane, and compute the integral of the squared distance between the ideal symmetrical point and intersection point X(P(X(tu 1 ϩ (1 Ϫ t)u 2 ) ϩ sn s )) of the range image surface along the line of sight corresponding to the ideal symmetrical points. If the discrete approximation of the integral is smaller than a threshold value, the profile shape is judged as symmetrical. However, if there is occlusion within the profile, this measure includes some error (Fig. 3b) . In this paper, therefore, we consider the detection of only symmetries whose profile shapes do not contain occluded part.
FIG. 2.
Normal interpolation at a point with sudden orientation change.
Accurate Estimation of Symmetric
Plane Parameters tracted from a gray-level image. While the surface normal
The symmetric plane including symmetric point x s and is uniquely determined at a point on the 2D occluding having normal n s is represented as contour because the 2D occluding contour orthogonally intersects with the line of sight, the 3D position still has n x x ϩ n y y ϩ n z z ϭ ,
one degree of freedom along the line of sight. However, we can determine the one degree of freedom in the position by using one of the symmetry constraints (Eq. (1)), and the where n s ϭ (n x , n y , n z )(͉n s ͉ ϭ 1) and ϭ n s и x s . Based on symmetry condition can be checked by the other constraint the concept of the Hough transform, all the local symmetry (Eq. (2)). When there is a surface point straddling a sudden points determined by point pairs satisfying the conditions normal change, as shown in Fig. 2 , surface normals are shown in Eqs. (1) and (2) are voted into the parameter interpolated. We assume that such a surface point can have any normal with the interpolated directions.
When two points satisfy the symmetry conditions, we check further into the symmetry of the profile shape between these two points. The profile shape is extracted by cutting a range image with the plane determined by these two points and the origin of the viewer-centered coordinate. We assume that a range scanner provides the 3D position along a line of sight corresponding to each pixel. The origin of the viewer-centered coordinate is defined as the intersection point of all the lines of sight, that is, the lens center. This condition holds for typical range scanners [8] . Let u 1 and u 2 be 2D image coordinates of two points satisfying the symmetry conditions, X(u) be the 3D position stored in pixel u, and P(x) be the image projection of the 3D position x. We then define the deviation from symmetry of the profile shape as
where s ϭ 2(x s Ϫ X(tu 1 ϩ (1 Ϫ t)u 2 )) и n s . The intuitive explanation of Eq. (5) is shown in Fig. 3a and can be summarized as follows. Find the ideal symmetrical point Fig. 3a) paired with point space. Weighted voting is performed based on the measure normal orientation. Ͱ is the weight parameter for the 3D positions against the normals.
X(tu
is given by of the deviation from symmetry shown in Equation (5) . The weight value of each vote is computed by
where G(x; ) ϭ exp(Ϫx 2 /(2/ 2 )), ͳ i is the deviation from symmetry computed by Eq. (5) 2 2 )), ͳ i is the deviation from symmetry computed by Eq. (5). The estimated parameters of the symmetric planes are obtained by detecting peaks
(11) in the parameter space. The parameter space of n s can be represented by a geodesic dome [12] . The parameter space of is assigned to each cell of the geodesic dome represen-
The estimates at the (m Ϫ 1)th iteration are used to select tation.
inliers, that is, the data originating from the model. By There is, however, one major drawback with the Hough weighting the squared error with G(
; ), only the local method, which, is the bin size problem-i.e., deciding how symmetry points which have come from the symmetry finely the parameter space should be tessellated. If the plane being estimated can contribute to the symmetry tessellation is too coarse the estimation will not be accuplane fitting. In the original formulation of the IRLS rate, but if it is too fine multiple peaks will occur around method, is modified at each iteration by some ad hoc the true peak. To overcome this problem, we apply the procedure. In our current implementation, however, is iteratively reweighted least squares (IRLS) method [11] fixed and determined according to the distribution of 3D as a subsequent refinement process. The IRLS method points in an input range image. Another standard deviaiterates least square fitting with adaptive selection of the tion, ͳ , is determined according to the threshold values for data originating from the model. By using the IRLS the measurement of the deviation from symmetry, which is method the estimated parameters can be refined, while the also determined based on the distribution of 3D points in multiple peaks which have come from the same symmetrian input range image. cal plane converge to almost the same parameter values.
The strength measure of symmetry is given by For each detected peak in the Hough space, we apply the following refinement process. In order to formulate
the problem as a regression problem, we let the symmetric plane be represented by
where the z-axis is set so as to be in alignment with the normal of the symmetric plane corresponding to the detected peak. All the local symmetry points detected using the method described in Section 2.1 are transformed into this local coordinate system from the viewer-centered coordinate system. The symmetric plane corresponding to the detected peak is used as the initial estimates of the IRLS method. At the mth iteration, symmetric plane parameter values a are reestimated by minimizing
where (15) may be estimated for the same symmetry. In order to avoid this situation, the corrdinate system of the planer fit is iteratively modified. At each iteration, the coordinate sys-Equation (9) is modified so as to fit the quadratic function. tem is updated so that the z-axis is in alignment with the At the mth iteration, coefficients a (m) kᐉ of the quadratic normal of the plane estimated at the previous planar fitting. function are estimated by minimizing This coordinate system modification is iterated to reach convergence or the iteration limit (10 times in our imple-
. We confirmed experimentally that this iteration usually reaches convergence within 10 times. Figure  4 shows a block diagram summarizing the method.
The method described in Section 2 can be extended so as to detect curved as well as planar symmetries. We con- 2 is introduced in order to stabilize the represent a 3D extension of smoothed local symmetries [2] . second order coefficients. W (m) i is given by The former is appropriate for recognizing globally curved symmetries; the latter, although a little computationally W
expensive, makes it explicit where on the surface local symmetries exist. where
As the initial values of a 10 , a 01 , and a 00 , symmetric plane the strength measure of symmetry shown in Eq. (12). If this measure is significantly larger in the quadratic than in parameters estimated by minimizing Eq. (9) are used. The the planar fit, the quadratic fit should be selected. Otherinitial values of a 20 , a 11 , and a 02 are zero. Similarly, higherwise, the planar fit should be used. In the former method, order polynomials can be fitted using the second-order the threshold value used for the judgement should be decoefficients as the initial values.
The final step is the judgement for selecting the planar pendent on the area and shape of the distribution of symmetric points from which each detected symmetry surface or the quadratic fit. One method is simply evaluating a [2] , ''smoothed local surface symmetries.''
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We evaluated the methods using synthesized and real range images. The methods was implemented on a Sun Sparcstation 10 (Model 30). Normal images were computed by local plane fitting at each point of the range images. Occluding contours were extracted from an intensity image in the case of using a real range image, and from the range image itself in the case of using a synthesized range image. for each symmetry as well as for each image. On the other The extracted occluding contours were approximated by hand, such normalization is not necessary if we use the line segments and each line segment was further divided ratios of the strength measures of symmetry of the planer so as to have almost the same length. The midpoint of fit to the quadratic fit. Therefore, in this paper, we use the each divided line segment was considered as an occluding strength measures of symmetry for this selection.
contour point, and the 2D orientation and position of the divided line segment were used to compute a 3D normal
Extracting Smoothed Local Surface Symmetries
at the point. In the following experiments, the number of extracted occluding contour points was around fifty. The The detection of curved symmetries can be also realized image size was 128 ϫ 128 or 128 ϫ 120 (pixels). A computaby applying the planar symmetry detection method only tion time of about two minutes required for estimating the to the occluding contour points within a local window (with symmetric plane and quadratic parameters, and about 10 five-point width in our experiments). As shown in Fig. 5 , we min for extracting the smoothed local surface symmetries. consider the local window at every point on the occluding
The method includes several parameters to be tuned. In contour. At each point, the Hough transform is performed the experiments, the symmetry condition of Eq. (2) was based on pointwise local symmetry checking between the checked as follows: surface points and the occluding contour points within the local window. Accurate planar symmetry parameters can
then be estimated after the refinement process for the data within the local window. The curved symmetries can be extracted by linking local planar symmetries detected at The threshold value for the deviation from symmetry, T ͳ , each point along the occluding contour. Currently, we do was 0.05 ϫ p , where p is the standard deviation of all not use any sophisticated grouping procedure which incor-the 3D positions of the range image. p was used to normalporates the inaccuracy of the symmetry plane parameters ize the object scale. The geodesic dome of the Hough space and spurious local symmetries, such as dynamic program-was tessellated into 320 triangular cells to represent n s , in ming or a heuristic search for a linking process, because the Eq. (6), and each triangular cell was assigned to a linear local symmetries detected using the subsequent refinement array having 32 cells to represent . The maximum and process are accurate and unambiguous enough for them minimum values of were 2 ϫ p and Ϫ2 ϫ , respectively. to be linked only by checking similarities between the Possible symmetry planes were represented in the coordisymmetric plane parameters at two adjacent occluding con-nate system whose origin was the centroid of all the 3D tour points. The conditions for linking two adjacent local positions of the range image. In IRLS fitting of the plane symmetries are and quadratic function, the weight parameter Ͱ for the 3D position data against the normals data was 1/ 2 p . The
weight parameter ͱ for stabilizing the quadratic fit was 2 p . In the final least-squares fitting, however, ͱ was zero As described above, all the parameter values were nor-of the symmetric plane parameters. The image size was 128 ϫ 128 (pixels). Figure 6a shows the shaded image. This malized by the object scale using p . In the experiments, superquadric has three global mirror symmetries. Figure we tried several degrees of fineness in the tessellation of 6b shows the symmetric planes corresponding to the four the Hough space. However, the final estimated parameters highest peaks detected by the Hough transform. Figure 6c were almost the same irrespective of the fineness of the tesshows the estimated symmetric planes after the refinement sellation.
process. Table 1 gives the estimated symmetric plane pa-4.1. Superquadric Image rameters before and after the refinement process, and the true symmetric plane parameters of the three principle planes of the superquadric. After the refinement process, In the first experiment, we used a synthesized image of a superquadric to evaluate the accuracy of the estimation more accurate estimates could be obtained. Also, the initial Fig. 7 was generated by combining an isotropic bend along a principle axis using Peak Initial Refined True the method described in [16] . As shown in Fig. 7f peripheral symmetry (Fig. 8) . We also plotted the relation between curvature of deformed superquadrics and the ratios of the strength measures of symmetry (SMS) of the planer fit to the quadratic estimates which came from the same symmetric plane (the fit in Fig. 10 . As described in the end of Section 3.1, the third and the fourth peaks) could converge to the same ratio of SMS of the planar to the quadratic fit can be used parameter values. Table 2 shows the strength measures of as a normalized measure for the judgement for selecting symmetry for the detected three symmetries. Figure 6d the planar or the quadratic fit. We used 0.95 as an empirishows the recovery result of an axial volumetric model cally determined threshold value in the following experibased on the two symmetric planes having the larger values ments. That is, the quadratic fit was selected if the ratio of the strength measures of symmetry. An axial volumetric of SMS of the planar to the quadratic fit was less than 0.95. model can be recovered by the method described in [13] , when the shape has two global symmetric surfaces which 4.3. Handset Image intersect orthogonally, and can be approximated by a gen- Figure 11 shows the results of the Handset image. The eralized cone whose cross section shape is scaled differently image size was 128 ϫ 120 (pixels). In this experiment, we in the two orthogonal directions on the cross section plane used data acquired from a range scanner using lightalong an axis determined as the intersection line of the striping [8] . We show the detected symmetries whose two symmetric surfaces. Figure 6e shows the smoothed strength measures of symmetry (SMS) were more than local surface symmetries. Several local symmetries were half of the highest value among all the detected symmeextracted as well as global symmetries. Also, the locations tries. Table 3 shows the strength measures of symmetry of of local symmetries on the surface could be made explicit.
detected symmetries, and the results on the selection of 4.2. Deformed Superquadric Image planar or quadratic fit. Interestingly, the quadratic fit result having the second highest SMS seems to track the deformaIn the second experiment, we used images of deformed tion of this handset shape accurately. In this case, when superquadrics in order to evaluate the tolerance for the the quadratic fit was selected, the strength measure of curvature of a symmetric surface in attempting to fit a symmetry was significantly increased as shown in Table 3 . quadratic surface from an initial fit of a plane. Figure 7 For the other symmetries, the planar fit was selected because these two measurements were almost the same. Figure 11e shows the smoothed local surface symmetries. The In this experiment, the input range image was a de- the range image of Fig. 11a using the method described in results of the Face sculpture image. The detected symmetry having the highest value of SMS captured the symmetry [13] . The input image was generated by giving a bend to the extracted axis of the axial volumetric model. In Fig. of this Face sculpture. In this case, we only show one detected symmetry (Fig. 13b) because the values of SMS 12, we show detected symmetries whose SMS was more than half of the highest SMS. The quadratic fit result with of other symmetries were much smaller than the highest one (less than one-third). Figure 13c shows the smoothed the highest SMS shown in Fig. 12b seems track the deformation of this shape. Figure 12d shows the smoothed local local surface symmetries of the Face sculpture image. Because the upper part of this Face sculpture has a roughly surface symmetries.
rotational symmetric shape, some detected local symme-4.5. Face Image tries do not agree with our intuition.
In the following two experiments, we used data acquired 4.6. Detergent Bottle Image from a panoramic range scanner [14] . Given the panoramic data and viewpoint, an input range image was generated. Figure 14 shows the results with a Detergent Bottle, which has two global symmetries. We show detected symThe image size was 128 ϫ 128 (pixels). Figure 13 shows the metries whose SMS was more than half of the highest SMS. of occluding contour and surface points. The symmetry parameters are accurately reestimated by the subsequent The method could detect two global symmetric planes that refinement process using the iteratively reweighted least this object possesses. Figure 14d shows a recovery result square method. We have shown that the refinement proof an axial volumetric model whose axis is the intersection cess is useful for nonmaximum suppression as well as for line of the two symmetric planes. accurate parameter estimation. We have also demonstrated two extensions of the method for extracting curved 5. CONCLUSION symmetries. The first involves the use of a quadratic instead We have described methods for detecting global and of a planer fit. The second method for extracting curved local symmetries on surfaces from a range image. The symmetries employs smoothed local surface symmetries, which can be regarded as a 3D extension of smoothed local initial estimates of the symmetric plane parameters are obtained using the Hough transform based on point pairs symmetries [2] for 2D contours. It has been shown that local symmetries can only be generated by extrema of with these methods is caused by the simultaneous processing of shape recovery and determination of the coordicurvature along a line of curvature [15] . Although curvature extrema having high absolute curvature values can be nate system in which the recovered shape is described. If the coordinate system is determined beforehand, however, localized using curvature estimates from local window data, the localization is unstable for curvature extrema the shape recovery problem becomes much easier. Symmetries can be important cues for the determination of having low absolute values using curvature estimates. The method proposed here is suitable for extracting local sym-the coordinate system. We believe that symmetries extracted by the methods proposed here can be used for the metries generated by curvature extrema having low absolute values. While extrema having high absolute curvature stable recovery of volumetric descriptions such as generalized cone representation [13] . can be considered as the boundaries of segmented surface patches, those having low absolute curvature can be considered as the descriptors of segmented surface patches. The Although several methods have recently been proposed for recovering viewpoint-independent volumetric descrip-
